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Aim to inspire you, 

spark some 

creativity and 

innovation 

Average pricing is also included but 
purely as a note for your reference 
rather than a benchmark

Suggestions made with regards 
to the key segments it may be 
relevant to

Frome, England

Istria, Croatia

Ljubljana, 
Slovenia

Co. Clare, 
Ireland

Musandam 
Peninsula, Oman

Ibiza, Spain



The latest research tells us that outdoor activities such as walking, 
hiking, gardens, swimming, national parks, historic houses and castles 
are amongst the most sought-after things to do 

Activate outdoor spaces with interactive activities that cater to your 
target customer segments 

Look around your business premise for alternative outdoor spaces you 
can utilize

Collaborate with outdoor activity providers if you are limited to what you 
can provide 

Reinforce the safety message throughout your communication and along 
the guest journey 

Use visuals that showcase outdoor dining spaces 

Introduction | Outdoor Activities 



Saleable 
Experience 
Process

1. Define your business 
offering and understand 

how it sits within the 
overall tourism offering 

in your destination 

2. Clarify your 
experiences for sale –

matched to high 
potential destination 

themes

3. Make the Experience 
available for sale via 
Direct and Indirect 

Channels

4. The customer can 
clearly see if you and 
your destination are 

offering the Experience 
that meets their needs

5. When the customer 
can clearly see that you 

are meeting their 
holiday needs then you 

make a sale!



Canvas and Cadence

Frome, England



Canvas and Cadence, Somerset 
Location: Marston Park, Frome, Somerset, England 

Description: A sustainable tourism experience based on low volume, high 
value and high-quality experiences that combine comfortable glamping with a 
wide range of art and food experiences. Each tent has a work desk, guitar and 
fire pit with a wide range of ‘on-demand’ art and cultural activities inc. music, 
painting, literature and photography

Timing: Seasonal accommodation, year-round dining, on-demand activities 

Pricing: From £120 per night based on 2 adults

Target Audience: Families, singles u45, pre-family couples, unconstrained 
adult 45+

Storytelling: On-site specialists skilled in their craft

Partnerships: Local suppliers, artists and musicians 

Linkages to Enhance the Experience: F&B in the nearby historic house, 
deliver to guest tents, wholesome, simple family things to do, peaceful 
location, access to quality local suppliers and artist

Innovation: Customised combination of food, drink, art and craft experiences 
with simple yet high-quality glamping

Link: https://marstonpark.co.uk
Screenshot taken from the website - https://marstonpark.co.uk

All rights reserved.

https://marstonpark.co.uk/
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Kamenijak Sunset Paddle

Istria, Croatia



Kamenijak Sunset Paddle

Location: Istria, Croatia

Description: An evening tour starting from Premantura, takes guests out to 
the islands of the Kamenijak archipelago, by kayak or stand-up-paddle (SUP). 
On the way back, guests take time to watch the sunset, while sipping a glass of 
sparkling wine out on the waters 

Timing: Evening, sunset 

Pricing: Prices vary depending on numbers and add-on experiences

Target Audience: Families, singles U45, pre-family couples, unconstrained 
adult 45+

Storytelling: Experienced guides share stories of the history, heritage and 
geography of the destination on the water 

Partnerships: Local transport, food and drink suppliers, restaurants cafés and 
equipment providers

Linkages to Enhance the Experience: Great locations and unique themes

Link: www.illustris-events.com

Screenshot taken from the website - www.illustris-events.com 
All rights reserved. 

http://www.illustris-events.com/
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Moustache Bike Ride 

Ljubljana, 
Slovenia



Moustache Bike Ride 
Location: City Centre, Ljubljana, Slovenia

Description: The three mighty moustachioed men and a tour guide hold the key 
to the secret of Ljubljana, which will be shared with you on this unusual Moustache 
Tour. Cycle through the most beautiful streets of Ljubljana and feel the lifestyle of 
an Architect, Writer and a Painter

Timing: Daily May – September @ 3pm (3.5 hours) 

Pricing: Є45 per person 

Target Audience: Adult only - singles U45, pre-family couples, unconstrained 
adult 45+ who are fit and active 

Storytelling: Explores the creative power of Jože Plečnik, Ivan Cankar, and Rihard
Jakopič, the secrets of the city and the features of the Slovenian character

Partnerships: Organised in conjunction with Visit Ljubljana, local businesses 

Linkages to Enhance the Experience: Links with other city tours e.g. Taste 
Ljubljana

Innovation: Aligned with the National Programme of Unique Slovenian 
Experiences

Link: https://www.visitljubljana.com/en/visitors/plan-your-visit/tours-and-
trips/moustache-tour/
Watch on You Tube also - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IRJUCTMdiLk

Screenshot taken from the website - https://www.visitljubljana.com/en/visitors/plan-your-visit/tours-
and-trips/moustache-tour/ - All rights reserved.

https://www.visitljubljana.com/en/visitors/plan-your-visit/tours-and-trips/moustache-tour/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IRJUCTMdiLk
https://www.visitljubljana.com/en/visitors/plan-your-visit/tours-and-trips/moustache-tour/
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Glamping at the Armada 

Co. Clare, 
Ireland



Glamping at the Armada 
Location: Armada Hotel, Spanish Point, Co. Clare 

Description: In 1808 the Atlantic Hotel in Spanish Point welcomed its first 
guests to a luxurious hotel like no other. Today under the shadow of its ruins, a 
welcome is offered once again with the Glamping Suites at the Armada Hotel

Timing: Overnight experience 

Pricing: Upon request

Target Audience: Pre-family couples, unconstrained adults 45+, singles U45

Storytelling: The Glamping Suites are pitched under the shadow of the ruins 
of the Atlantic Hotel. The experience immerses guests both in the past and the 
present, connected by the same views and spectacle of the ocean, two 
centuries later

Linkages to Enhance the Experience: Bell tents, access to a hotel guest 
room, pleasant weather to enjoy the BBQ and firepit

Innovation: Outdoor fire pit, BBQ, vintage record player, guestroom access 

Link: https://vimeo.com/436869805 
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room, pleasant weather to enjoy the BBQ and firepit

Innovation: Outdoor fire pit, BBQ, vintage record player, guestroom access 

Link: https://vimeo.com/436869805 
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Reconnect With Nature 
Location: Six Senses Zighy Bay - Oman, Musandam Peninsula

Description: Starting your day in the Earth Lab, try your hand at making 
candles in a traditional Omani clay pot, before heading off to explore the 
rugged beauty of the Sabatyn. Relax your mind and body with a sunset 
mediation followed by a traditional Omani dinner roasted in local spices for 24-
hours in a pit below the sand

Timing: Half day experience, 1.30-7.30pm 

Pricing: €375 per person 

Target Audience: Pre-family couples, singles U45, unconstrained adult 45+ 

Storytelling: Nature, sustainability, local traditions, history & heritage, 
wellness 

Linkages to Enhance the Experience: Routed in Omani traditions and 
surrounding natural landscape of the Musandam Peninsula

Innovation: Earth Lab, community initiatives 

Link:

Screenshot taken from the website - https://www.sixsenses.com/en/resorts/zighy-
bay/experiences/reconnect-with-nature - All rights reserved.
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Outdoor Fitness Retreat 
Location: The Body Camp, Ibiza 

Description: The World’s one and only world class holiday retreat. 
Exceptionally fun, healthy and high energy fitness – reach your personal health 
and fitness goals, develop incredible mental health strength & awareness and 
learn how to cook delicious, nutritious, plant-based food

Timing: 7 or 14 day packages are available 

Pricing: From €2,113 for single occupancy to €6,402 for a double master suite 

Target Audience: Pre-family couples, unconstrained adults 45-55, singles U45

Technology: Body Camp TV, Music Videos 

Partnerships: Trainers & business in the wellness space elevate the 
experience and leverage upsell opportunities through merchandise, skincare 
and other products that support guest wellbeing beyond their stay

Linkages to Enhance the Experience: Experienced team of world-class 
international trainers, secluded environment for socially distanced training, safe 
guest interaction

Innovation: ‘Ten Reasons You Need Body Camp’ e.g.,immunity, safety, post 
lockdown weight loss 

Link: https://thebodycamp.com/ibiza/ Screenshot taken from the website - https://thebodycamp.com/ibiza/
All rights reserved. 
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